Caterpillar recognizes CTSR’s 25 year milestone. Caterpillar Inc, a founding partner of CTSR recognized CTSR’s milestone with a recognition plaque which read “Congratulations and Appreciation for 25 Years of Promoting, Developing and Sustaining Critical Thermal Spray Technologies”. The momento in the form of a model D10 earth mover was presented by Daniel Sordelet PhD. Thermal spray research lead at Caterpillar. Caterpillar and CTSR have had working relationships since the mid 1990s through the first diesel TBC programs and have maintained the connections through the decades with effective collaboration and engagement. Pictured below is Dan Sordelet presenting the momento the CTSR team Prof.Sampath (current Director), Prof.H.Herman CTSR founder and Currently Professor Emeritus and Prof. Christopher Berndt (former CTSR Faculty and currently Distinguished Professor at Swinburne University Australia). We look forward to continuing this effective interaction.